Characterization and quantification of Sm(III)/ and Cm(III)/clay mineral outer-sphere species by TRLFS in D2O and EXAFS studies.
In order to assess the long-term safety of deep radioactive waste repositories, a precise characterization of the different sorption processes on a molecular basis and the exact definition of geochemical boundary conditions for their relevance are of immense importance. Through sorption on various minerals the migration of radionuclides will be hindered and their retention will be ensured. Using time-resolved laser fluorescence spectroscopy (TRLFS) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy, it was possible to identify outer-sphere sorbed trivalent lanthanides and actinides onto different montmorillonites and illite. Furthermore, the quantification of Cm(III)/clay outer-sphere sorption in D(2)O at different ionic strengths was shown. The results were confirmed by ion exchange model calculations. Finally, the structural parameters of a Sm(III)/clay outer-sphere complex were obtained by EXAFS measurements.